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A NONDESUSPENSION THEOREM FOR STUNTED
REAL PROJECTTVE SPACES1

DONALD M. DAVIS AND MARK MAHOWALD

Abstract. For certain stunted projective spaces P and positive integers n, it

is shown that P cannot be homotopy equivalent to the n-fold suspension of

some other complex.

Let P£+a = RPm+a/RPm~x. The purpose of this note is to prove

Theorem 1. // (m~ ') is odd andm = 0 (8), P%+a is not an im - a + 2r(m)

+ A)-/oW suspension, where v(2a • odd) = a and A is defined by the table

A.        a mod 4

\ 0    1    2    3

vim) mod 4

2 2 12

12 12

12 3    4
3 2 2    3

Since P%+a is the Thorn complex of m£,, where £ denotes the Hopf bundle

over P", this implies

Corollary 2. // (m~ ') is odd and m = 0 (8), m^ does not have (w - a +

2vim) + A) linearly independent sections.

Corollary 2 has been proved by several other methods ([2], [3], [4], [5]), all

of which involve the Adams operation yp3 — 1, as does our proof of Theorem

1. However the nondesuspension result is new. Corollary 2 is in some cases

slightly weaker than the result of [2]. This suggests the possibility that for

some of the strongest nonsectioning theorems, the corresponding nondesus-

pension result does not hold. For example the methods of this paper do not

enable us to prove the nonexistence of S"19F¿20, 2~19F3524, or 2"17F4888, despite

the fact that 64|56, 32£22, and 48^ do not have respectively 19, 19, and 17

sections.

The method of proof is very similar to that of [6]. If -2.~(m~a+r)P^+a exists,

we can form the commutative diagram
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y—(m-a + r) pm+a — r- 1
m

-(m- a + r) pm + a
m

_y y-(m-a + r)pm + a
m +a — r

h çy+ ly~-(m-a- 1) pm+a
m

Sa- ->     Q.

ff

r+ 1 vr+1aa — r -> 2"

The cofibre of i2 is 2"~Tfla_r through dimension 3(a - r) - 1 by [9, 11.7]./ is

the induced map of cofibres. A, and \2 are desuspensions of the map X in the

cofibration sequence

-*m— 1 nm + b
rm-\

>m + b

These desuspensions exist by the Freudenthal suspension theorem.

The mapping cone of A2 is 2"(m"a_2)F™J,",a in which Sq" is nonzero on the

bottom class (since (m~ ') is odd). Thus by Proposition 5 below, j* sends the

next-to-top class nontrivially. The action of Sq1 and Sq2 implies that/* is

nontrivial in all dimensions except possibly the top if it is =3 (4) or the

bottom if it is =0 (4). Thus the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [3]

implies that/ and its 5-dual induce isomorphisms in TCO-theory, for a — r =

a - (2v(m) + A)iO (4) in Theorem 1.

By using the Adams operations as computed in [1], we will obtain a

contradiction to the existence of j and hence of 2~{m~a+r)P™+a when

r = 2v(m) + A. Letting G, and G2 be generators of KO(2mP^_r) and

KO(PZ:aa_r) and / = 27"-"+7, we have G2 = ^j"Gx = j"^Gx = 3m'2G2,

and hence by [1, 7.4 and 8.1]

v(m) + 1 > <p'(m + a — r, m + a) (3)

where <p'(«> ß) is the number of integers / = 0, 1, 2, 4 (8) such that

(a<i<ß   ifasÉO (4),

[a < i < ß   ifa=0 (4).

Since m = 0 (8), <p'(m + a — r, m + a) — <p'(a — r, a). The same argument

applied to the Spanier-Whitehead dual of/ yields

¡>(m) + l> <p'(-a-l,r- a- I). (4)

One readily checks that (3) or (4) is contradicted when r = 2v(m) + A,

establishing Theorem 1.   □

Finally we prove the following proposition, which was used above, relating

functional cohomology operations and mappings of loop spaces. For any

space X let o: H'(X)-*H'-\QX). Let g„ be the nonzero class in H"(S").

All cohomology groups have Z2-coefficients.

Proposition 5. Suppose Y^S" is cohomologically trivial and H"~XY = 0.

Suppose n - r < j < min(n, 2(n - r) + 1). Then

(fir/)*(^-,-(n-r) U g„.r ® g„_r) =  «'(&#(&,)) (5)
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in Hn+J~r~x(QrY), where Sq} denotes the functional cohomology operation, and

ey_,_(B_r) U &,_, ® g„_, E H"*J~r-l(f¡rS") is as in [8, 3.1(b)].

Proof. Denote K(Z2, n) by K„. Let F denote the fibre of So/: ä; -» Kn+j.

In diagram (6) the liftings / and /' are unique and (l')*(i„+j_,) = So/f(gn).

*»+/-i  —./ *■ E

v      y\ p (6)
/      „    g   l      So7

We apply fi' to diagram (6) and note that since So/(t„_r) = 0, 2rE ~ Kn_r x

Kn+j-r-l^ ^7

*»+y-t—1

*^n-r x *„+/-,--1 = ^E

Í277 Í27/ «7> <7>
So/'

jyy-> ars" -&- Kn_r - -*-*.+,_,

Lemma 8. /« (7), there is y E Hn+J-r-\ÜrE) such that (ff/)*(j0 = « ™¿

(n7)*(y) = ey_1_(n_r)ugn_r®g„_r.

Thus

(03f)*(^-i-o.-D u g„_r ® g„_r) = iorfnoriyiy)

= (Q7')*(») = "'(Sq}(g„)).    D

Proof of Lemma 8. The proof proceeds by induction on r + j, beginning

with the case r + j = n + I. Milgram showed in [7, 3.1.1] that there is

y E H2"-2ritirE) such that A(y) = y 8 1 + 1 ®y + (ß'p)*(t) 8 (Ö»*(0

and (Qrj)*(y) = t. Then

<(Q7)V,&,-, « «,-,> = <Ay, (ß7),g„_f (81 (Ö7),( &,_,)>

= <ßp\(ß7),g„_r>2*0.

Now in the general case, the induction hypothesis provides a class yr_x E

H" + j-r(Ür~xE) such that (Q'"V)Vr-i = l and Or-i.

(ßf~ 7)^(0,+r_2_ngn_r_,)> ^ 0, where g denotes the Dyer-Lashof operation.

We letyr = ayr_x. Then (ß7)*yf = t and

(>V>(Q7)*(ßy+r-l-,,&,-r)) = (V,-1, (07).T(^+r_a_lA_r+I))

= <oyr_„ T(W-xl).Qj+r_2_„g„_r+xy

= <yr_„ (ßr-7),ßy.+f_2_ngn_r+1> # 0.

Here t denotes the transgression in the appropriate path fibrations. The
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lemma follows because t^_,_(n_r) u g„_r <8> g„_, is the only nonzero class in

its dimension.
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